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INTRODUCTION

Of the industrial molybdenum alloys there is extensive 

materials. They relate to low-alloy aging materials in 

dispersed precipitates of a second phase. The mechanical 
properties of these alloys are to a considerable degree due 
to their structural state.

In the literature consideration has been given to the 
effect of heat treatment on the aging process in molybde-

Results are presented in the present communication 
for a study of the effect of annealing temperature for 

mechanical properties and nature of failure at room 
temperature.

MATERIAL, TREATMENT AND TESTING

The chemical composition of the test alloys is given 

-
tion rate was 2 mm/min, which corresponds to a relative 

s . As a result of testing tensile 
strength Rm, proof strength R 0,2, the percentage elongation 
after fracture A, and the percentage reduction of area Z

The cold brittleness temperature Tc was determined in 
specimens cut along the rolling direction in bending tests 
by a three-point loading scheme and a deformation rate of 

The annealing temperature within the range of 1223 - 2273 K has been studied for its effect on the grain size, 
mechanical properties, cold brittleness temperature, and nature of failure of sheets molybdenum alloys TsM-
6 and TsM-10. The method of Auger-electron microscopy has been used to study the change of carbon and 
oxygen content on grain boundaries of the alloy TsM-10 and the change of mechanical properties associated 
with it as dependent on the annealing temperature.
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2 mm/min. The cold brittleness temperature was taken as 
the minimum temperature at which the test specimen held 

Heat treatment (annealing) was carried out in a vacuum 

at the prescribed annealing temperature specimens were 
cooled in the furnace.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It was established that an increase in annealing tem-
perature to 2273 K causes grain growth and leads to steady 

weakening indicates that during cooling the strengthening 
phase either does not precipitate 
altogether, or it precipitates 
in a small amount. The cold 
brittleness temperature for alloy 

with an increase in annealing 
temperature, but percentage 
elongation changes by a curve 
with a maximum corresponding 
to the treatment temperature Tan

change in cold brittleness tem-

perature Tc for alloy TsM-6 is more complex in nature. Up 
to Tann
it decreases to the original value, and subsequent increase 
in annealing temperature promotes an increase in cold 
brittleness temperature. The dependence of percentage 
elongation for alloy TsM-6 on annealing temperature is 
reverse in nature to the relationship Tc - Tann.

the dislocation structure is quite equiaxed cells with a size 
of about 2 m and a low dislocation density. Annealing the 

the cells as a result of the disappearance of some of their 

cell growth, and with Tann
recrystallization is almost complete (Figure 3.c). In the 
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there is selective recrystallization which at higher tempera-
tures changes into secondary recrystallization. Recrystal-
lization processes in alloy TsM-6 proceed in a similar way, 
only shifted into the higher temperature regions.

TsM-6, although in the latter the recrystallization tempera-
ture is higher. This indicates that carbon in the free state or 
in the form of molybdenum carbides has little effect from 
the point of view of delaying recovery and recrystallization 
processes. However, the rate of grain growth after recrystalli-

Thus, the nature of grain growth at temperatures above the 
recrystallization temperature clearly indicates that transfer 
of zirconium into solid solution is less effective for delaying 
grain boundary migration at high temperature compared with 
precipitation of highly dispersed carbide phase.

The relationship Tc - Tann for alloy TsM-6 is in good 
agreement with results obtained in studying the effect of 
rolling temperature on the mechanical properties of this al-

rolled product at the same temperature, is accompanied by 
an increase in Tc. In all probability processes occurring in 
alloy TsM-6 during rolling and annealing at this temperature 

strain aging, and annealing at this temperature also promotes 
strain aging. By causing blocking of mobile dislocations 

a reduction in the deformation capacity of individual zones 
of rolled sheet, which causes an increase in Tc.

K there is formation of zirconium oxycarbide. The number 
of second phase particles is small, and it cannot cause 
marked alloy strengthening, although their precipitation 
promotes a reduction in the concentration of oxygen and 
carbon impurities at the boundaries and within the body of 
grains. This situation also leads to a reduction in Tc.

With a higher annealing temperature zirconium oxycar-
bides dissolve in the matrix with subsequent precipitation 
during cooling of molybdenum carbide mainly along grain 
boundaries. Grain growth reduces the surface area of their 

data cause an increase in Tc for alloy TsM-6.
A direct relationship is observed between cold brittle-

ness temperature and grain size for molybdenum alloy 

considerably exceed their solubility in molybdenum, it is 
entirely possible to assume that in fact the distribution of 
these elements governs the level of Tc.

A study was made by the Auger-electron microscopy 
method of the change in carbon and oxygen content at grain 

-

perature (Fig-
ure 4.). An in-
crease in tem-
perature from 

K corresponds 
to a continu-
ous increase in 
carbon and ox-
ygen content at 
grain boundar-
ies. Probable 
reasons  for 
this phenom-
enon may be 
two factors 
operating in 
one direction: 
an increase in 
solubility of 
these elements 
at boundaries 
and a reduc-
t ion  in  the 
surface area 
of boundaries. 
Analysis of the 
ratio of grain 
boundary sur-
face area and 
a m o u n t  o f 
oxygen con-
tained in them 
indicates that 
up to Tann
of oxygen corresponds entirely with reduction in grain 
boundary surface area.

oxygen at grain boundaries decreases, which may be a re-

heating as a result of sharp increase in their mobility, and 
second, a marked increase in the diffusion path of oxygen 

the annealing temperatures. The latter assumption is based 
on experimental and calculated data according to which an 

accompanied by an increase in average grain diameter by 
almost a factor of thirteen, whereas the distance covered 
by oxygen atoms diffusing in molybdenum increases in 

A similar picture is observed for carbon distribution in 

Thus, redistribution of carbon and oxygen between 
the body of grain and its boundaries is one of the decisive 
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factors governing the level of mechanical properties for 
the alloy, in particular its low-temperature ductility.

Analysis of the fracture surface of specimens tested 
in tension at room temperature indicates that the nature 
of their failure is governed by annealing temperature, i. 
e., almost by grain size. After annealing at a temperature 

T T 
occurs by macrolamination, and within each layer there is 

After completing primary recrystallization lamination 
is still retained. This indicates that the grain structure 
formed in this way retains a laminated character (Figure 

m (for 

avoided and a changeover is provided to microlamination 
-

-
line failure combined with brittle intercrystalline failure 

promotes an increase in the proportion of intercrystalline 
component in the fracture of specimens.

CONCLUSIONS

-
lybdenum alloys is accompanied by a uniform reduction 
in proof strength. The most marked reduction in R 0,2 is 
observed with an annealing temperature corresponding 
to that for the primary recrystallization range.

2. Maximum values of relative elongation are noted after 
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3. Redistribution of oxygen and carbon between bound-
aries and the body of grains has a marked effect on 
molybdenum alloy ductility.


